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Abstract: Milk is a widely consumed product and its adulteration is not only common but also very 

dangerous. This study aimed to develop a biosensor for the detection of milk adulteration using 

DNA hybridization coupled with an electrochemical device. The advantages of biosensors over tra-

ditional laboratory methods, such as their speed, ease of use and cost-effectiveness, are combined 

with the sensitivity of DNA hybridization. A capacitive biosensor was developed using interdigi-

tated gold electrodes on paper substrate, which were modified with specific oligonucleotides for 

cow mitochondrial DNA that served as the biorecognition element. The methodology relies on the 

measurement of changes in capacitance due to DNA hybridization. Preliminary results are pre-

sented, showing the ability of this biosensor to detect bovine DNA in goat milk with high sensitivity 

and specificity. The results show that this biosensor has the potential to be a low-cost, easy-to-per-

form, and fast method for the detection of milk adulteration. This biosensor technology is a prom-

ising development for the detection of milk adulteration and can help to ensure the safety and qual-

ity of milk products. 
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1. Introduction 

Milk is a vital source of nutrition for many people around the world, and its purity 

and quality are of great importance for human health. However, milk adulteration is a 

serious and yet common problem. Some of the typical milk adulterants such as water re-

duce its nutrient value [1]. Others such as milk from different sources are used mainly for 

financial reasons and are really hard to detect [2], while others such as commercial urea, 

melamine or plant proteins falsely improve quality parameters of the milk [3], but can 

also lead to allergies or serious and long-term health risks [4]. 

In recent years, there has been an increase in awareness of the milk adulteration prob-

lem, and various methods have been developed to detect it [5]. However, many of these 

methods are time-consuming, complicated, and expensive, therefore there is a need for a 

more efficient and cost-effective method for the detection of milk adulteration. 

Biosensors are a promising technology for the detection of milk adulteration, as they 

offer several advantages over traditional laboratory methods [6]. They are based on the 

principle of biological recognition, which allows them to detect specific molecules with 

high sensitivity and specificity. DNA hybridization is a powerful technique that can be 

used in biosensors, as it is highly specific and can detect even small amounts of DNA. 
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Interdigitated gold electrode capacitors (IDGECs) are a type of biosensor that have 

been used for the detection of various analytes, including DNA [7]. The main concept 

according to which these biosensors function, is the change of the capacitance in the dif-

ferent stages of the process of their development. The basic equation according to which 

the IDE capacitance changes is given by the Equation (1) [8]: 

𝐶 = 𝜀0𝜀r
𝛢

𝑑
 (1) 

According to Equation (1), capacitance (C) is dependent on the surface area of the 

electrodes (A), the vacuum permittivity (ε0), the relative permittivity of the medium be-

tween the plates (εr), and the distance (d) between the electrodes [9]. 

This study aims to develop a biosensor for the detection of milk adulteration com-

bining DNA hybridization and the properties of IDGECs, as well as to evaluate the bio-

sensor’s potential as a low-cost, easy-to-perform, and fast method. The significance of this 

study is that it contributes to the development of a more efficient and cost-effective 

method for the detection of milk adulteration, which can help to ensure the safety and 

quality of milk products and protect human health. 

2. Materials and Methods 

For the detection of bovine DNA as adulteration in dairy products of other sources 

(e.g., goat milk) a capacitive DNA-hybridization based biosensor with gold interdigitated 

electrodes was developed. 

2.1. Structure of the Biosensor 

The gold interdigitated capacitor of Figure 1 was used as the transducer of the bio-

sensor. It was purchased from DropSens (Asturias, Spain), cat. N.: PW-IDEAU50 and each 

element contains 70 gold electrodes with 50 μm width each, and 7 mm total length and 

8.45 mm2 total surface area. Two specific oligonucleotides for cow mitochondrial DNA 

were used as biorecognition elements: forward CAATAACTCAACACAGAATTT (COW-

FORW) and reverse CGTGATCTAATGGTAAGGAAT (COWREV). Each primer was 

modified in the 5′-end with a thiol group. An original screening device that was developed 

in the laboratory was used in order to detect changes in the capacitance [10]. The device 

was connected to a computer and the data collected were saved there according to the 

defined settings. 

 

Figure 1. Interdigitated gold electrode capacitor. 

2.2. Development of Biosensor 

2.2.1. Selection and Preparation of Samples 

The samples of the DNA were provided by the laboratory of the Univercity of West 

Attica and were extracted as described in [11]. After the purchase of different milk prod-

ucts (samples) of different brands from local supermarkets in Athens the DNA had to be 

exctracted. DNA was extracted from 1.5 mL of each sample after centrifugation (10 min at 

12,000 × g). The NucleoSpin Food®  kit (Macherey-Nagel, GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) was 

used, following the manufacturer’s instructions, with a slight modification of incubating 
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the sample overnight at 65 °C with the Lysis Buffer and Proteinase K, instead of the rec-

ommended 30-min incubation. Quantification of the extracted DNA was performed using 

a spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 260 nm [11]. 

2.2.2. Prepatation of Primers 

The primers were purchased as dried pellets and therefore were resuspended accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. Primers’ concentration was 100 pmol/μL. The stock 

solutions were prepared by adding the appropriate amount of molecular biology grade 

water, divided into aliquots of 60 μL and stored in −20 °C until use. 

2.2.3. Preparation of Interdigitated Capacitors 

In order to obtain a detectable hybridization between primers and the target DNA, 

primers must be immobilized at the capacitors’ surface. The immobilization process is 

based on the affinity reaction between the sulfate (thiol) group of the primers and the gold 

surface of the electrodes, during which a covalent bond is formed between Au and S. That 

covalent bond leads to an increase in the capacitance of the IDE capacitor [12]. 

In order to measure the changes, an initial measurement was taken before the immo-

bilization process, after adding 30 μL of PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline) at the surface of 

the capacitors. 

For the immobilization, mixtures that contained 2 mL of PBS and 50 μL of primer 

were used. The primer was either the forward (COWFORW) or the reverse (COWREV) or 

25 μL of each one in order to test whether the presence of both might increase sensitivity. 

For each mixture, two capacitors were placed with the gold surface always in contact with 

the solution and were stored overnight (15–20 h) at 4 °C. After that they were washed for 

2–3 min in PBS to remove the unattached primers, then they were dried and finally their 

capacitance was measured with 30 μL of PBS at the surface in order to see the change 

caused by the immobilization. The experiments were carried out with 36 capacitors-12 for 

each different primer mixture. 

2.2.4. Negative Control 

Negative control tests were performed using non-complementary goat DNA and 

with molecular biology water which was the solvent for primers and all others DNA sam-

ples. 

For the non-complementary DNA test, a sample of goat DNA extracted from com-

mercially available milk was used at a concentration 1 ng/μL. After the immobilization of 

the primers and the washing steps, 30 μL of goat DNA mixture were placed on the surface 

of three interdigitated capacitors. Each interdigitated capacitor was prepared with either 

one of or both primers. The capacitance was measured with the measuring device every 

second for 4 min and 30 s. 

For the molecular biology water test, 30 μL of molecular biology water were placed 

at the surface of three capacitors, each of them was prepared with either one or both of 

primers. The capacitance was measured with the measuring device every second for 2 

min. The time interval was smaller because the capacitance, in this case, stabilized faster 

compared to the first non- complementary goat DNA test. 

2.2.5. DNA Detection 

In order to measure the changes in capacitance caused by the presence of bovine 

DNA, a sample of DNA extracted by cow milk was used. Its concentration was measured 

with the spectrophotometer and using molecular biology grade water a solution with con-

centration of 1.333 ng/μL was prepared. After the immobilization of the primers and the 

washing process, 30 μL of the cow DNA mixture were placed at the surface of 12 inter-

digitated capacitors (4 prepared only with COWFORW primer, 4 prepared only with 
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COWREV primer and 4 prepared with both COWFORW and COWREV primers) and the 

capacitance was measured every second for 4 min and 30 s. 

3. Results and Discussion 

The developed biosensor was based on the hybridization between DNA primers that 

are immobilized on the gold interdigitated surface of the capacitors and the target DNA. 

Detection of hybridization indicates that the dairy product contains cow DNA. If such 

hybridization is detected in dairy product that are not derived from bovines, the adulter-

ation is confirmed. Preliminary results of the development of this biosensor are presented 

herein. 

Firstly, in Table 1 the change in capacitance due to the primers’ immobilization is 

presented. Each column shows if there was only one primer immobilized or both of them. 

Due to the fact that the final values are slightly different, apart from the mean values in-

dicating the measured capacitance after the immobilization process with 30 μL of PBS at 

the surface of the capacitor and the standard deviation, the mean value of the capacitance 

after the immobilization to the capacitance before the immobilization was also calculated. 

The capacitance before the immobilization with 30 μL of PBS placed at the surface of the 

capacitor was 63.9 nF. 

Table 1. Capacitance change after the immobilization of the primers. 

 COWFORW COWREV COWFORW-COWREV 

Mean Value (nF) 319.841 297.358 269.834 

Mean Value Cafter/Cbefore (%) 500.534 465.350 422.276 

Standard Deviation 33.371 50.651 22.598 

In Figure 2 there is the schematic representation of the change in capacitance in ab-

solute and in normalized value. 

 

(a) 
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Figure 2. (a) Mean capacitance, (b) mean normalized capacitance before and after the immobiliza-

tion of the primers. 

The changes in capacitance due to the immobilization of primers are significant since 

they roughly increase between 300 and 400%. The normalized capacitance values were 

used to compare the biosensor performance due to the small variation in capacitance be-

tween the primers and combination of them. 

In Figure 3 are shown the change in capacitance caused by the application of molec-

ular biology water, the non-complementary goat DNA and the target complementary cow 

DNA. In Figure 3a are shown the performance of the biosensor constructed with the re-

verse primers, in Figure 3b those with the combination forward and reverse, and in Figure 

3c the performance of the forward primer. 

There is a significant distinction of the curves depending on whether the target DNA 

is included or not. This distinction can be observed as early as the first 10 s of the experi-

ment, which makes the biosensor really fast. The behavior of the capacitor seems to be the 

same regardless of the primer used and reaches a stable value in less than 1 min. 

Further development of this biosensor could include the replacement of DNA pri-

mers with PNAs (Peptide Nucleic Acids) which have remarkable stability and therefore 

could contribute to a highly sensitive and reliable device for the detection of adulteration 

in milk and the protection of public health. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3. Normalized mean change of IDE capacitors with (a) COWREV, (b) COWREV and COW-

FORW, (c) COWFORW primers immobilized on their surface. 
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As was previously stated, the distinction between milk from different sources is a 

difficult process. Moreover, manufacturers have gained a comprehensive knowledge of 

the fundamental principles underlying the identification of adulteration, which has ena-

bled them to adjust their blends to conform to the specifications of natural products in 

numerous instances. Consequently, the task at hand is to devise uncomplicated and eco-

nomical methods for identifying adulteration that can be applied with a high level of con-

sistency [4]. This need pushes for alternatives to the traditional methods, which are com-

plicated and slower. 

The most common practices to evaluate milk adulteration are protein-based tech-

niques which, in recent years, have been integrated with mass spectrometry. However, 

they require costly equipment and specialized personnel [13] and sometimes present lim-

itations in the distinction of bovine and goat milk [14]. 

Other methodologies that rely on DNA markers are different typologies of PCR that 

despite their high sensitivity, have moderate cost of equipment and require complicated 

procedures [13]. 

It is also important to mention that current user-friendly biosensors, despite the low 

cost and the potential of portability, present higher detection limits [13]. 

The proposed biosensor has the potential to overcome the weakness of state-of-the-

art biosensors concerning the low concentration’s limit, thanks to the fact that it utilizes a 

sensitive biological property of the DNA. In addition, the cost is kept low and the proce-

dure is easy to perform and significantly fast. 

4. Conclusions 

Milk adulteration is a very serious, dangerous and unfortunatelly often phenomenon 

and therefore it is important to develop precise, sensitive and cheap methods in order to 

validate dairy products in situ. The proposed biosensor combines DNA hybridisation 

which is a very specific biological reaction with the properties of the interdigitated gold 

electrode capacitors. The results shown that this biosensor has the potential to be a low-

cost, easy-to-perform, and fast method for the detection of milk adulteration. Further ex-

periments in lower concentrations of the target DNA can be forecast in order for the pro-

cedure to become even simpler. In this way the DNA extraction step can be avoided and 

the milk sample can be applied directly on the biosenor. 
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